
Descrição do produto:

Diamond gang saw segment for marble block is normally welded on the gang saw blade and
cut the stone block back and forth.

Diamond Gang Saw Segment For Marble Block,The gang saw segment is used on the
gang saw blade. the size of a single cutter head is 20x2.8/2.4x8.5mm.using gradient design,
the experience of the top and bottom is different.

Even for harder stone, the trapezoidal segment we developed have good cutting
performance.

China Gang Saw For Stone Cutting Manufacturer .The gang saw segment is used on the
gang saw blade.

We also provide cutter heads for cutting granite, marble, ashalt, tile, concrete, fire proof
materials, including M shape, K shape, tape shape, flat shape, T shape, U shape, etc.

Característica:

1.Good sharpness. With stable processing efficiency.

2.Fast cutting, can increase stone output rate by 20%.

3.Besides, easing vibration and reducing noise while cutting.

Especificação do produto:

The Following Are Normal Specifications Diamond Gang Segment For Marble Block:

Segment Size
Método de produção Inscrição Máquina

eu C H

20M 2.8/2.4mm 8.5mm Sintered or Marble Block Frame Gang Saw
Machine

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Product show

Long Life Diamond Gang Saw Segment for Marble Block Processing

https://www.diamondtools.top/pt/products/Diamond-Marble-Segments-for-Gang-Saw.html


Inscrição:

Diamond Gang Saw Segment Silver Welding Factory,diamond gang segment for
marble,wet for frame gang saw machine.

https://www.diamondtools.top/pt/products/Diamond-Gang-Saw-Blade-for-Cutting-Stone-Block-china-factory-price.html


Perguntas frequentes

1. How can we be your agent in our country?



Please inform us your detailed company, we will discuss and propose helpful suggestion for
you, and to find the best solution for you.

2. Do you offer free samples?

Normally we do not offer free samples, but we guaranty our product's quality.

3. What are our advantages?

Our teams is professional and the members have good study of the diamond tools. We offer
quick response. Each messege or email will be replied within 24 hours.In the past few
decades, Boreway diamond tools has made many orders of the OEM/ODM successfully . Some
of the OEM/ODM services are free of charge!

Entre em contato conosco:

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax:(+86)595-86990220

Mobile/ WhatsApp /Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

 Lyon Chang


